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Gamers make up almost 1/3 of the world’s population today, but despite the growing popularity of Gamefi, only 3%

of games are Gamefi. The big gap between Gamefi and aaa games is due to the fact that most Gamefi games

use a Play-to-Earn p2p model that focuses more on earnings and dose not pay due attention to important game

aspects, such as gameplay, playability,graphics quality, mecanics and others. IbyxCryptoStudio aims to solve this

problem and become the best game that will be truly interesting to the average gamer. This will be achived by

bringing together the latest technologies and best practices from Gamefi ,using an innovative Play-and-Earn

model that puts gaming experience to the next level and earnings.

Introducing IbyxCryptoToken. IbyxCrypto is an interchangeable cryptographic token that exists on the Polygone

blockchain. Being an interchangeable token, IbyxCryptoToken can be exchanged with other tokens of the same

type, possessing all the properties of any other individual token. IbyxCryptoToken serves as the primary utility

token and currency on the exchange and in the motorsports game produced by "IbyxCryptoStudio". 

It is utilized as a tool to encompass and drive the Play-and-Earn model.

We are creating this project because our dream is to develop the most realistic driving vehicle simulation where

real-world rules and principles are transferred to the digital realm. Not everyone can become a professional race

car driver, and that's why we want to create this project. We aim to provide players with the opportunity to invest

their time into playing and winning rewards just like in the real world.

About Us
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Token Distribution:

Total Supply: 20,000,000,000

Final amount of tokens avaiable: 

                                            between 5,000,000,000  to 14,000,000,000

8,000,000,000 - Available as in-game winnings

6,000,000,000 - PRESALE at a price of $0.005 USD

1,200,000,000  - Allocated to the team and advisors

2,800,000,000 - Allocated for marketing, exchange listings and rewards

2,000,000,000 - Allocated for exchange staking 
1- Championship

2-Drifting Championship

3-Rally Championship

4-F1 Championship

5-Offroad Championship

6-Monthly Event Reward

7-Car Event

8- Training- Users will be able to purchase driving lessons within the game

from sim racing instructors.

IbyxToken

IbyxCrypto is an ERC-20 utility
token designed as a purchasing

currency and utility within
supported play-and-earn

blockchain games- in the field of  
motorsports. 



Services

Qualification Stage: A 20-minute session where participants compete to secure their positions.

Race Stage: A 30-minute race where participants with qualifying positions compete against each

other.

The game is based on combining strategy and management with the thrilling excitement of car racing.

IbyxCryptoRacing is a realistic vehicle driving simulation, heavily customizable. That racing game is

avaiable on desktop and mobiles. IbyxCrypto token is a deflationary cryptocurrency. Both rewards and

prices will fluctuate based on the token's circulating supply.

The player receives a free basic car and can upgrade it. The player also has the option to purchase new

cars, and as they gain experience points (XP), additional cars and tuning options will be unlocked.

Additionally, players will be able to sell and buy their cars on the marketplace.

ICR token will have a burning mechanism where 50% of tokens will be burned with each car purchase and

upgrade, reducing the total supply. The other 50% will be transferred to the game pool, which can be

utilized within the game.

Here's an example incorporating all the elements with the name "Championship":

Once a day, there will be a race for 7 consecutive days, divided into two stages:

ALL in One Place



Infographics
Once a week, there will be a special Championship event

where players have the opportunity to win based on their

participation and performance.

The Championship pool will run for a duration of 7 days,

and the prize pool will range from 100,000 to 4,000,000 ICT

tokens.

1st place 60% of Championship’s tokens

2nd place 30% of Championship’s tokens

3rd place10% of Championship’s tokens

1 Championship

2-Drifting Championship

3-Rally Championship

4-F1 Championship

5-Offroad Championship

60%

30%



Only the winner will receive a prize.

There will be two races per week.

Each race will consist of the following stages:

Stage 1: Qualification - 20 minutes.

Stage 2: Race - 25 minutes.

Participants will compete for the top positions in each race, aiming to secure one of the coveted prize-winning

spots.

Car events(only if 100% of hardcap is collected):

For the first 2 years, there will be a guaranteed prize pool. The car event will have a guaranteed prize pool every 3

months for the first 3 years only if we achieve 100% of the presale target.

Event Rules:

1. The reward will be given only to the winner of 1st place.

2. Random tracks will be selected for each event.

3. There will be 2 or 3 races per week.

4. Stage 1: Qualification - 20 minutes.

5. Stage 2: Race - 30 minutes.

6. Stage 3: Race - 30 minutes.

Monthly Reward Event - Guaranteed for the First 2 Years (only if 100% of hardcap is collected)

This event will take place on a monthly basis, and it will have guaranteed rewards for the first two years. Participants

will have the opportunity to compete and win prizes in this Monthly Event.

Once a month, a random prize will be drawn for a player in the form of computer components, a phone, a racing

wheel, tickets for multiple track rides, tickets for racing events with accommodation if necessary, and more. The

specific prizes may vary each month, providing exciting rewards for the lucky winner.

Monthly Event Rules:

1.

2.

3.



If multiple players happen to achieve first place in an event, the prize will be converted into "virtual money" or tokens

and divided among the players who achieved the first-place position. An alternative option could be to have a

tiebreaker or a voting system among those players to determine the final winner.

An advanced AI system will be implemented to monitor token quantities, predict car and tuning prices, as well as

detect cheating behaviours. The system will take action against cheaters by issuing a permanent ban and

deleting their accounts. This ensures a fair and secure gaming environment for all players.

To participate in the event and be eligible to win, players will need to confirm
their participation in advance. To secure the first-place position, players must
strive to achieve the best times throughout the entire duration of the event,
from the beginning to an end.
The duration of the event and the availability of prizes will depend solely on
the availability of funds. As long as there are sufficient funds, the event and
prizes will continue.

The winner of a prize is required to provide video or photographic evidence,
showcasing themselves with the prize, including their image, which will be
shared on our social media platforms. This serves as documentation and adds
transparency to the prize distribution process.



Additionally, we will incorporate a decentralized exchange (DEX) into the project. This DEX will allow players to

trade IbyxCrypto tokens directly within the game ecosystem, providing a secure and transparent platform for

token exchanges. The decentralized nature of the exchange ensures greater control and ownership for the

players over their tokens and fosters a more decentralized and inclusive gaming experience.

Aboud DEX

Only in the presell period, we will allocate 40% of the shares of financial profits from the Decentralized Exchange to all

investors + 10% will be allocated in car events.

Project IbyxDex is a decentralized exchange that supports Cross-Chain trading so that customers can make the

transaction at the time and price they desire. It is built on the Polygone blockchain, which leverage interoperability

solution between tokens. Project IbyxDex is anticipated to hold the following features:

IbyxDex similar to Uniswap but launched on Polygone. It’s able to handle transactions in time, exactly, and efficiently,

but also offers various features such as swapping. IbyxDex will also have an on-time transaction, swapping,

wrapped coins, stablecoins, and cross-chain support. Also, IbyxLab brings IbyxDex data analytics to the field and

visualizes to inform update information of DEX markets to users.

Polygon PoS is one of the most used protocols in the world. The network has tens of thousands of dApps, more than 

3 million average daily transactions, $5 billion in secured assets, and some of the top brands building on it.

As IbyxDex is based on Polygone, every node in the network (a.k.a. a cryptographic clock) will help the customer

guarantee the trusted source of time. In short, Polygone-based IbyxDex will provide on-time and trustworthy trading.

Customers using IbyxDex -based DEX can possibly obtain the speed, price, and user experience (UX), that they

anticipate from the centralized exchange. Also, perfect cross-chain function support customers to exchange various

cryptocurrency such as BTC, ETH, ERC20, SPL tokens, etc. Polygone allows you to directly trade cryptocurrencies

without complicated steps or procedures, so you can effectively overcome the hindrances of the current Defi

system.



IbyxDex enables the interoperability between token to token, there is no need for Third Party to

manage the swap. This novel ability is the main potential compared to other Defi protocols.

- Orderbook: A decentralized automated full limit orderbook

- Unlike the AMM, IbyxDex will offer full control of orders to traders.

- The orderbook and matching are fully automated on-chain transactions with high security and

transparency.

Cross-Chain transaction: This able Defi system to offer settlement and contract by a synthetic asset.

Of course, IbyxDex offers live prices and volume status of total cryptocurrency market, so that traders

can explore markets simply. This chart intuitively shows the highs and lows of each coin on the day,

and the size of the total trading volume. Traders in IbyxDex can sort the percent changes in gaining

and losing order easily to figure out the price status.



Depend on the amount of funds colleted, if:

softcap from 5.000.000 to 15.000.000 funds collected IBYXCRYPTOSTUDIO will do:

1.Marketplace 

2.One game option

3.IbyxDex

from 15.000.000 to 20.000.000 funds collected IBYXCRYPTOSTUDIO will do :

1.Marketplace

2.All game option championship

3. User Training 

hardcap 30.000.000 usd all funds gathered:

all above takes place

Legal Details and terminology in this document are subject to change. The IbyxRacing ERC-20 token is a standalone

token that will have utility inside and other products, IbyxCryptoStudio Time or of any other specific in game. This

document is for reference only, and should not be used or considered as investment advice or recommendations

for any technology mentioned within. This document is for personal use only, and should not be redistributed, edited,

updated or reattributed.. All rights reserved.IbyxCryptoStudio Copyright © 2023 Brands Corporation Limited. All rights

reserved.

team@ibyxcryptostudio.com



Disclaimer



Please read this section titled „disclaimer” very carefully and in its entirety. If you are in any doubts to the action you

should take, you should consult your legal, financial, tax, or other professional advisor(s). By accesing the information

set forth in this document or any part hereof, you represent and warrant to Ibyxcryptostudio (referred to in this section,

„disclaimer” as „Ibyx”) that you unconditionally and irrevocably acept and agree with the folowing:

No viewing in a Restricted Territory

It may not be lawful in certain juridictions for individuals, or certain categories of individuals in other jurisdicions, to view

this document. An individual who wishes to view this document must first satisfy himself or herself that he or she is not

subject to any local requirements that prohibit or restrict him or her from doing so. In particular, unless otherwise

determined by Ibyx and permitted by the applicable law and regulations, it is not intended that any offering of the tokens

or NFTs mentioned in dis document (the „Tokens”) by Ibyx should be made or any documentation is sent directly or

indirectly, in or into, countries where participating in Initial Coin/ Token offerings are banned due to legal restrictions, and

countries sanctioned by the US or countries considered as high risk and monitored  by the Financial Action Task Force

(”FATF”) (each, a „restricted territory”) and nor should it be accessed by any individual who is a national citizen or resident

of a restricted terrritory, including corporations, partnerships, or other entities created or organized in any such jurisdiction,  

unless they are exempted from the prohibition against participating in Initial Coin/Token Offerings. Ibyx shall not be

responsible for individuals who access this document form territories whose laws prohibit such access or where any part

of the document may be illegal. Such individuals do so at their own risk. 

No offer

This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute or form, and not intended to be, an offer or

solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, subscribe for, underwrite or purchase any form of investment or securities or other

financial instruments, nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied upon, in any way in connection with any

conctract or investment decision relating to the same. No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the

information set out in this Whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements, or

rules of any jurisdiction. 



Information

All information is provided without any warranties of any kind, and IbyX, its employees, officers, and/or advisors

make  no representations and disclaim al express and implied warranties and conditions of any kind, and each of

IBYX, its employees, officers, and/or professional advisors assume no responsibility or liability to you or any third

party for the consequence of reliance on such information, errors or omissions in such information or any action

resulting therefrom. The information contained in this document may contain statements that are deemed to be

forward- looking statements, which are prospective in nature and are not statements of historical facts. Some of this

statements can be identified by forward- looking terms such as „aim”, „target”, „anticipate”, „believe”, „could”,

„estimate”, „expect”, „expected”, „potential”, „if”, „intend”, „may”, „plan”, „possible”, „probable”, „project”, „should”,

„would”, „will” or other similar terms. However, these terms are not exhaustive. Forward- looking statements

inherently contain risks and uncertainties as they relate to events or circumstances in the future.

Therefore, the information, opinions, and forward-looking statements, including estimates and projections, in this document in

respect of the anticipated roadmaps, development, and projections, in this document in respect of the anticipated

roadmaps, development, and projected terms and performance of the relevant entities are selective and subject to updating,

expansion, revision, independent verification, and amendment. IBYX is not making any representation or warranty or

undertaking, including those in relation to the truth, accuracy, and completeness of any of the information st out in this paper.

IBYX also expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to update or revise any forward- looking statements except to the

extent required by law and neither IBYX, its employees, officers, or professional advisors make any assurance, representation,

or guarantee that any event refered to in a forward- looking statement will acually occur. Whilst IBYX intends to fulfill all the

goals set out in this document, in case of unforeseen circumstances, the goals may change or may not be achieved without

any notice to you.



No advice

None of the contents of this document constitutes legal, financial, tax, or other advice. You must conduct your own

due diligence and ensure you comply with all local laws regarding cryptocurrency, tax, securities, and other

regulations in your jurisdiction. We encourage you to consult with the relevant professional advisor independly.

Regulatory risks

The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens, including any digital currency, digital assets, and blockchain

applications, is unclear or unsettled in many jurisdictions. The publication and dissemination of this document do

not imply that any relevant laws, regulations, and rules have been complied with. No regulatory authority has

examined or approved this document. Where any relevant goverrnmental authority makes changes to existing laws,

regulations, and/or rules, or where financial institutions make certain commercial decisions, this may have a

material adverse effect and/or impair the ability of any relevant entity referred to in the document to function as

intended, or at all.

No Agreement

This document shall not be relied on to enter into any contract or to form the basis of any

investment decision.



Advertisement and Distribution 

The publication, distribution, or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory

requirements, or rules have been complied with. This document is for general information purposes only and is nor

an advertisement, nor is intended to be used to call for an offer on behalf of IBYX. People to whom a copy of this

Whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated, provide access to, or who otherwise have the Whitepaper in their

possession shall nor circulate it to any other people, reproduce or otherwise distribute this Whitepaper or any

information contained herein of any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the same to occur. Distribution of this

document may be restricted or prohibited by law or regulatory authority in your jurisdiction. This Whitepaper, any

part thereof, and any copy thereof must not be taken or transmited to any country where distribution or

dissemination of this Whitepaper is prohibited or restricted. Rceipients should inform themselves of and comply with

all cuch restrictions or prohibitions, and IBYX does not accept any liability to any person in relation there to. No part

of this Whitepaper is to be reproduced, distributed, or disseminated without including this part titled „Disclaimer”.



Disclamer and Liability

In no event shall either IBYX, or any of their respective current or  former emplyees, officers, directors, parnters,

trustees, representatives, agents, advisors, contractors, or volunteers be liable for any indirect, special, incidental,

consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue,

income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in content with: any acceptance of or reliance on this

Whitepaper or any part thereof by you; any failure by Ibyx, or any of their affiliate companies, partners, or third party

contractors or licensors to deliver or realize all or any part of the project described in or envisaged in this

Whitepaper; any information contained in or omitted from this Whitepaper; your use or inability to use at any time

the services or products or Tokens offered by Ibyx; or any expectations, promises, representation or warranty

araising (or purportedly arising) from this Whitepaper; the purchase, use, sale, resale, redemption, or otherwise of

the Tokens; or the volatility in pricing of Tokens in any countries and/or on any exchange or market (regulated,

unregulated, primary, secondary or otherwise); any security risk or security breach or security threat or security

attack or any theft or loss of data including but not limited to hacker attacks, losses of password; losses of private

keys, or any similar; and your failure to properly secure any private key to a wallet containing Tokens.



Other Disclamers 

There are risks involved in the technologies relating to the blockchain technology refered to herein, the Tokens, and

the Initial Coin/Token Offering, such as unforeseen bugs, security issues, or disruptions. By way of the above and

other factors not whithin our control, the entire sum used to purchase the Tokens may be lost. Despite our best

efforts, Ibyx may not be able to execute or implement its goals, business strategies, and plans. Certain propossed

activities and functions described in the Whitepare may require obtaining further regulatory or licensing approval

from relevant authorities, which may be protracted, incur significant costs, or be denied completely. In such an

event, the proposed features and functions herein may never come to frution as intended.

There may be changes in political, social, ecenomic, and stock or cryptocurrency market conditions, and/ or there

may be no or little acceptance/ adoption of the relevant Blockchain system and/or Tokens, such that the relevant

Blochain system and/or the Tokens become no longer commercially viable. If any provision or part of any any

provision in this section titled “Disclaimer” is or becomes invalid, illegal, or unforceable. It shall be deemed modified

to the minimum extent necessary to make it valid, legal, and enforceable. If such modifications is not possible, the

relevant provision or part provision shall me deemed deleted. Any modification to or deletion of a provision or part

of any provision under this section titled “Disclaimer” shall not affect the validity and enforcelability of the rest of this

section titled “Disclaimer”.



Other Disclamers 
To the fullest extent possible, Ibyx shall not be liable for any responsibility, liability, claims,

demand, and/or damages (actual and consequential) of every kind and nature, known and

unknown (including, but not limited to, claims of negligence), arising out of or related to any

acceptance or reliance on the information set forth in this document by you. Where references

have been made to third party websites or sources of information, we may not have sought

further verification as to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the information reffered

to therin, and no warranties whatsoever are made as to the same. The disclaimers set out

above are not exhaustive.


